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ABSTRACT
(57 )
A method , and device , for enhancing speech generated from

bone and tissue conduction of a user of an In - ear device in

a noisy environment, the Intra -aural device having an in - ear
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microphone adapted to be in fluid communication with the
ear canal of the user and an outer- ear microphone adapted to

$ 371 (C)(1),

(2 ) Date :
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be in fluid communication with the environment outside the

(60 ) Provisional application No. 62/460 ,682, filed on Feb .
17 , 2017, provisional application No. 62/332,861,
filed on May 6 , 2016 .

ear . The method comprises applying an adaptive filter on the
in - ear microphone signal, using the outer -ear microphone
signal as a reference for the ambient noise and interrupting

the application of the adaptive filter to the In -ear microphone
signal upon detecting speech by the user.
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DEVICE AND METHOD FOR IMPROVING

ible with most other personal protection equipment. The use

SIGNALS IN NOISY ENVIRONMENTS

common in noisy environments. For example , the use of
helmets is required for construction workers as are gas

THE QUALITY OF IN -EAR MICROPHONE
CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED

of other personal protection equipment alongside HPDs Is

masks for fire- fighters . Using bone and tissue conduction

APPLICATIONS

microphones to capture speech is a convenient way to

[0001] This application claims the benefits of U .S . provi

eliminate both of those problems, Bone conduction sensors

sional patent applications Nos. 62 /332 , 861 and 62/ 460 ,682 ,
filed on May 6 , 2016 , and Feb . 2 , 2017 , respectively , which

can be placed in various locations and can provide a rela

tively high SNR speech signal [ 10 ]. As mentioned previ
ously , however, the elevated SNR comes at a price of very
limited frequency bandwidth of the picked -up signal, typi

are herein incorporated by reference .
TECHNICAL FIELD
[0002 ] The present disclosure relates to a device and

cally less than 2 kHz [ 11]. As a consequence, the enhance
ment ofbone and tissue conducted speech is a topic of great
Interest. Many different techniques have been developed for

signals such as speech and biosignals including breath ,

the bandwidth extension of BTC speech [6 ] [ 12 ] [ 13 ] [ 14 ].

method for Improving the quality of in -ear microphone
present disclosure relates to an intra -aural device and

Even though these techniques can enhance the quality of
bone and tissue conducted speech , they are either compu
tationally complex or require a substantial amount of train

signals via adaptive filtering and bandwidth extension .

practical settings .

heartbeat, etc . in noisy environments .More specifically, the

method for improving the quality of in - ear microphone

BACKGROUND
[0003 ] Traditionally, communication headsets use a boom

microphone , placed in front of the mouth , to capture speech
in noisy settings . Although directional, these microphones
often suffer from a low signal-to -noise ratio (SNR ) in

excessively noisy environments and require noise cancella
tion for enhancement [ 1 ]. Alternatively , speech captured
through bone and tissue vibrations has been used to provide
a signal with a higher SNR [2 ]. Bone conduction speech can
be captured either by microphones placed inside an occluded
ear [ 3 ] [4 ] or through bone conduction sensors placed
somewhere on the cranium [ 5 ]. Although speech generated
from bone and tissue conduction can have a relatively high

ing from the user [ 11 ], thus limiting their widespread use in

[0006 ] An effective compromise between the two
extremes of noisy air conducted speech and bandlimited
BTC speech captured by bone conduction sensors is speech
captured from inside an occluded ear using an in -ear micro
phone . Occluding the ear canal with an HPD , or more
generally an intra - aural device , causes bone and tissue
conducted vibrations originating from the cranium to reso
nate inside the ear canal leading the wearer to hear an
amplified version of their voice , this is called the occlusion
effect [ 15 ]. By way of this occlusion effect, as a consequence

than 2 kHz), thus reducing signal quality and intelligibility

of wearing an intra -aural device , a speech signal is available
inside the ear and can be captured using an in -ear micro
phone . Therefore , occluding the ear canal with a highly
isolating intra -aural device equipped with an in -ear micro
phone allows for the capturing of a speech signal that is not

important ( e .g . command and control), bone and tissue

passive attenuation of the intra - aural device . Another advan

SNR , it suffers from a limited frequency bandwidth (less

[6 ]. For applications in which quality and intelligibility are

conduction speech can be a limiting factor. Therefore, to this
day , communicating in noise is a difficult task to achieve as

the communication signal either suffers from noise interfer

greatly affected by the background noise because of the
tage of using an in -ear microphone instead of a bone
conduction microphone is that the speech is still captured
acoustically and can share a significant amount of informa

tion with clean speech , such as the one captured - in

ence, in case ofairborne speech , or from limited bandwidth ,
in case of bone and tissue conducted (BTC ) speech .
[ 0004 ] Moreover , in excessively noisy industrial environ

silence in front of the mouth in the 0 to 2 kHz range [ 16 ] .

typically greater than 90 dB ( A ) for 8 hours — , the Occupa

microphone signal and add the high frequency harmonics
[17].

Hearing Protection Devices (HPD ) [ 7 ]. When worn cor

[0007] However, in extremely noisy situations , some
residual noise can exist inside the occluded ear canal and

ments where workers are exposed to high level of noise

tional Safety and Health Administration enforces the use of

rectly, HPDs can be very effective in preventing noise

induced hearing loss [ 8 ], However, limited communication
HPDs [9 ] .
[0005 ] Communication headsets are a great way of com

remains the number one complaint ofworkers equipped with

bining good hearing protection and communication features.
Most commonly , headsets made up of circumaural HPDs

equipped with a directional boom microphone placed in

front of the mouth are used . Circumaurel HPDs can gener

ally provide better attenuation than intra -aural HPDs,
because they are easier to wear properly [ 8 ] . The disadvan

tages of these types of communication headsets is two - fold .

First, the boom microphone is exposed to the background
noise and can still capture unwanted noise , air conducted ,
that can mask the speech signal of the wearer . Second ,

circumaural HPDs with boom microphones are not compat

A bandwidth extension technique that utilizes non -linear
characteristics should extend the bandwidth of the in -ear

capturing speech through air - conduction can result in a

reduced SNR . In these noisy conditions extending the band
a difficult task because depending on the spectrum of the
noise , simple bandwidth extension techniques may actually
amplify the noise in the signal and decrease the SNR .
Bandwidth extension techniques for noisy speech are rare
and are typically computationally complex [ 12 ] [ 18 ]. Since
the SNR of the in - ear microphone speech is relatively high ,

width of the bandlimited in - ear microphone speech becomes

denoising the speech signal becomes an easier task if the
noise information inside the ear canal is known. In such
extremely noisy conditions that the in - ear microphone signal

becomes noisy, speech captured through air - conduction out
side the ear has a very low SNR and is almost completely

masked by the noise .
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[0008 ] Accordingly , there is a need for a system and

[0021

method for removing the residual noise extending the fre
quency bandwidth of signals captured by an in -ear micro
phone in noisy environments .

speech generated from bone and tissue conduction of a user
of an intra -aural device in a noisy environment, the device
comprising:

SUMMARY
[0009 ] It is therefore a general object of the present
disclosure to provide a device and method for removing the
residual noise and extending the bandwidth of the signals ,
such as speech , and biosignals, including breath , heartbeat,
etc ., captured with an in -ear microphones, for example in an
intra -aural device, in noisy environments .
[0010 ] According to an aspect of the present disclosure
there is provided a device and method for enhancing speech
generated from bone and tissue conduction captured using
an in - ear microphone using adaptive filtering and a non
linear bandwidth extension process .
[0011 ] According to an aspect of the present disclosure
there is provided a method for detecting speech of a user of
an intra - aural device in a noisy environment, the intra -aural

There is also provided a device for enhancing

10022 ] an intra -aural device adapted to be located into
the ear canal of the user, the intra - aural device having

an in - ear microphone adapted to be in fluid communi
cation with the ear canal of the user and an outer ear
microphone adapted to be in fluid communication with
the environment outside the ear ; and

10023 ] a processing unit operatively connected to the
in - ear microphone to receive an internal signal there
from , to the outer -ear microphone to receive an external

signal therefrom and to send a resulting signal to an
interlocutor, the processing unit being configured so as

to :
[0024] execute the method for enhancing speech gen

erated from bone and tissue conduction of a user of

an intra -aural device in a noisy environment.

0025 ] There is also provided a device and method for
picking -up , with the in - ear microphone of an intra -aural

device having an in -ear microphone adapted to be in fluid

device occluding the ear canal of the user, the physiological

communication with the ear canal of the user and an external
microphone , dubbed outer - ear mic , adapted to be in fluid

noises that are present in the occluded ear canal and to

communication with the environment outside the ear, the
method comprising the steps of:

applications .

[0012 ] acquiring a signal provided by the outer- ear

microphone;

[0013 ] applying an adaptive filter on the in -ear micro
phone signal , using the outer -ear microphone signal as
a reference for the ambient noise ; the adaptive filter

being initialized by an estimated transfer function of

the intra -aural device between the outer- ear micro
phone signal and the In - ear microphone signal; the
adaptive filter being represented as a vector of filter

weights over a series of time indexes ;
[0014 ] upon the computation of an increase in the filter

further filter and denoise these biosignals for monitoring

[0026 ] Other objects and advantages of the present dis

closure will become apparent from a careful reading of the

detailed description provided herein , with appropriate ref
erence to the accompanying drawings .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0027 ] Embodiments of the disclosure will be described
by way of examples only with reference to the accompany
ing Figures , in which :
[0028 ] FIG . 1 is a perspective view of an intra - aural device
for improving the quality of in -ear microphone signals in
noisy environments in accordance with an illustrative

weights of two consequent time indexes greater than a

embodiment of the present disclosure ;

user.

FIG . 1 ;

triggering threshold , detecting speech produced by the

[0015] According to another aspect of the present disclo

sure there is provided a method for enhancing speech

generated from bone and tissue conduction of a user of an
in - ear device in a noisy environment, the intra - aural device
having an in - ear microphone adapted to be in fluid commu
nication with the ear canal of the user and an outer -ear

microphone adapted to be in fluid communication with the
environment outside the ear, the method comprising the
steps of:
[0016 ] executing the method for detecting speech pro
duced by the user of an intra -aural device in a noisy
environment;

[0017 ] interrupting the application of the adaptive filter
to the in -ear microphone signal upon detecting speech
by the user;

[0018 ] providing the filtered and denoised signal.
[0019 ] According to a further aspect of the present dis

closure there is provided a method as described above ,
further comprising the step of:
[0020 ] extending the bandwidth of the filtered and
denoised signal in the high frequencies using a non
linear bandwidth extension process previous to provid
ing the filtered signal to an interlocutor.

[0029 ] FIG . 2 is a cross -section of the intra -aural device of
[0030 ] FIG . 3 is a schematic architecture diagram repre
sentation of the intra - aural device of FIG . 1 ;

10031 ] FIG . 4A is a schematic representation of two users
communicating (only one way presented ) in a noisy envi
ronment using intra - aural the device of FIG . 1 ;

[0032 ] FIG . 4B is a block diagram representing the inter
connections between in -ear microphones, outer- ear micro
phones and internal speakers of the intra -aural device used

by the two users communicating in FIG . 4A ;
[0033 ] FIGS. 5A and 5B are block diagrams representing
the normalized least mean squared (NLMS) adaptive filter
ing stage when the adaptation is ON (FIG . 5A ) and when it
is OFF (FIG . 5B );
[0034 ] FIG . 6 is a schematic plot diagram of an example
of a test signal for the in - ear microphone (IEM ) to optimize
speech detection criteria;
[0035 ] FIG . 7 is a flow diagram of the adaptation process
for the adaptive filter use to denoise the in -ear microphone
( IEM ) signals ;
[0036 ] FIG . 8 is a schematic plot diagram of an example
of the linear predictive coding (LPC ) spectral envelope of
the phoneme/ 1/recorded with the reference microphone
(REF ), the outer - ear microphone (OEM ) and the in - oar
microphone ( IEM ) simultaneously ;
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[0046 ] Referring to FIG . 1, the intra -aural device for

sion process ;

improving the quality of in - ear microphone signals in noisy

[ 0038 ] FIGS. 10A , 10B and 10C are block diagrams of the

environments 10 , in accordance with an illustrative embodi
ment of the present disclosure , takes the form of an intra

various input- outputs of the intra - aural device of FIG . 1 ,
including the filtered , denoised and enhanced in - ear speech
( FIG . 10C );

aural unit 12 generally conforming to the ear canal of a user,
for passive attenuation of ambient noise and a communica
tion link 14 , for example a wireless or Bluetooth commu
nication link . Referring now to FIGS . 2 and 3 , the intra - aural
device 10 generally includes an in - ear microphone (IEM )

[0040 ] FIG . 12 is a block diagram of an intra -aural system

microphone (OEM ) 22 located flush on the outer face of the

signal (FIG . 10A ), the filtered and denoised biosignals (FIG .

10B ) and the Voice Activity Detector (VAD ) output state

[0039] FIG . 11 is a schematic representation of an
example of use of the intra -aural device of FIG . 1 as a
portable application for biosignal monitoring ; and

which may be inflatable , compressible , custom molded , etc .,

16 , a miniature loudspeaker 18 , a receiver 20 , an outer - ear

for communicating in noisy environments in accordance

intra - aural unit 12 , transmitter 24 , all of which , along with

with another Illustrative embodiment of the present disclo

the wireless communication link 14 , are operatively con

nected to a digital signal processing (DSP ) unit 26 having an

sure .

[0041] Similar references used in different Figures denote

similar components .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

associated memory comprising instructions stored thereon
that, when executed on the processor of the DSP unit 26 ,

perform the steps of the various processes which will be

further described below . It is to be understood that in
transmitter 24 and DSP 26 may be located outside the

[0042] Generally stated , the non -limitative illustrative
embodiments of the present disclosure provide a device and

alternative embodiments some or all of the receiver 20 ,

signals, such as speech , and biosignals , including breath ,
heartbeat, etc ., in noisy environments . It is to be understood
that although the present disclosure relates mainly to a

the user of the Intra - aural device 10 .

users 1, 2 wearing infra -aural devices 10 - 1 and 10 - 2 , respec

microphone speech signals , the technique disclosed can

variety of noise sources 32 . In the illustrated scenario , user

method for improving the quality of in - ear microphone

device and method for Improving the quality of in - ear
improve the quality ofany of the aforementioned signals via
adaptive filtering and bandwidth extension .
[0043] Bone and tissue conducted speech has been used to
provide a relatively high Signal-to -Noise Ratio (SNR ) in
noisy environments. However, the limited bandwidth of
bone and tissue conducted speech degrades the quality of the
speech signal. In very noisy conditions, bandwidth of the

bone and tissue conducted speech becomes problematic . The
disclosed device and method use an adaptive filtering

intra - aural unit 12 , for example in an external unit worn by

[0047] Referring to FIGS. 4A and 4B , there is shown two

tively , communicating in a noisy environment 30 having a

1 is the speaker and user 2 the listener . When user 1 speaks,

the IEM 16 of device 10- 1 picks up speech generated from

bone and tissue conduction of user 1 and generates a speech

signal to which , using the DSP unit 26 , the adaptive filter is
applied in order to denoise the speech signal using the signal
from the OEM 22 . The voice activity detection criteria ,
which uses the filter coefficients of the adaptive filter,
ensures that only the noise 32 is reduced while the speech

content of the speech signal from the IEM 16 remains

unaffected . Once the speech signal is denoised , its band

approach to denoise the bone and tissue conducted speech
signal and , once the signal is denoised , extended its band

width is extended by exploiting the nonlinear characteristics

width by creating odd harmonics in order to recreate the high
frequency harmonics .

is then transmitted 38 , using the transmitter 24 , from device
10 - 1 to device 10 - 2 via wireless communication link 14 ,

[ 0044 ] More specifically, this is performed , in real time,
using an in -ear and an outer-ear microphones, the in - ear

microphone picks up speech generated from bone and tissue
conduction and generates a speech signal to which an
adaptive filter is applied in order to denoise using the signal

of a cubic operator. The resulting improved speech signal 34

which provides, when received by receiver 20 , the improved
speech signal 34 to the loudspeaker 18 of intra -aural device

10 - 2 and hence user 2 . It is to be noted that all of the
described steps are performed in real time.

from the outer- ear microphone. A voice activity detection
used to ensure that only noise is reduced while the speech

[0048 ] is to be understood that in an alternative embodi
ment the improved speech signal 34 maybe transmitted to

remains unaffected . Once the speech signal is denoised , its

the determination of the relationship between the sound
outside the ear and inside the ear, i. e . the transfer function of

[0045 ] The bandwidth extension of the denoised in -ear
microphone speech signal significantly enhances Its quality .
For noisy environments, for example a factory, the described

the intra - aural device 10 . This provides insight about the
“ in -ear” noise and enables denoising through adaptive fil

criteria using the filter coefficients of the adaptive filter is
content of the speech signal from the in - ear microphone

bandwidth is extended by exploiting the nonlinear charac
teristics of a cubic operator.

method provides a simple, speaker independent, non -com

putationally exhaustive method to enhance the quality of

speech picked up using an in - ear microphone . Overall , gains

of 1.23 (out of 4 .5 ) in Perceptual Objective Listening
Quality Assessment ( POLQA ) Objective Listening Quality
Mean Opinion Score (MOS-LQO ) scores and 45 (out of
100 ) in MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor

(MUSHRA ) scores have been observed , which show the

benefits of the proposed speech enhancement solution .

another device , for example a smart phone or other such

device .
( 0049 ) The presence of the OEM 22 and IEM 16 allows

tering . Once the IEM 16 speech signal is denoised , band

width extension can then be performed to further improve
quality .

Intra -Aural Device Transfer Function Identification
[0050 ] The Intra - aural device 10 transfer function is esti

mated , as it varies from user to user. This is accomplished by
exposing a worn device for improving the quality of in -ear
microphone speech in noisy environments 10 to white noise

at 85 dB (SPL ) using a loudspeaker outside the ear for at

US 2019 /0214038 A1
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least 2 seconds. The OEM 22 and IEM 16 simultaneously
capture the signals outside and inside the ear respectively

(n ), is fed to the input of the NLMS adaptive filter. The
output of the adaptive filter, y ( n ) is then subtracted from

and the transfer function of the intra -aural device 12 , H ( 2 ),

d ( n ). The adaptive filter brings the difference between the
residual noise , n ( n ), and the estimated residual noise , în (n )

estimated as H (Z ).
In - Ear Microphone Noise Reduction
[0051 ] Once the noise level is high enough that the OEM

22 speech signal is almost completely masked (i.e . SNR < - 5
dB ), the IEM 16 speech signal can be denoised using
normalized least mean squared (NLMS) adaptive filtering .
The choice of adaptive filtering comes from a need to create
an algorithm that assumes no properties about the noise and

is, thus, robust to various types of noise . Therefore , using

adaptive filtering is beneficial for the user by enhancing the
received communication signal.

[0052 ] To properly denoise the IEM 16 speech signal
produced by the user without affecting the speech content,
the adaptation process must be frozen (OFF ) when the user
is speaking and active (ON ) when the user is not speaking .

This ensures that the adaptive filter cancels only the noise

and does not interfere with any speech produced by the user.
The two states of the adaptive filter are shown in FIGS. 5A

and 5B . When the adaptation is ON ( FIG . 5A ) the structure

of the proposed adaptive filter follows the well-known
structure commonly described in the literature [19 ]; the only
exception being that the signal of interest is the error signal,

e ( n ). Here , H (z ) is the true transfer function of the intra - aural
device 12 while H (z ) is the estimated intra -aural device 12

transfer function . When the adaptation is ON (FIG . 5A ), the
user is not speaking . The OEM 22 captures the noise outside
the ear, n (n ), while the IEM 16 captures the residual noise
inside the ear n ,( n ), colored by H (Z ). The signal captured by
the IEM 16 is defined as the desired signal, d (n ). The input,
x (n ), to the adaptive filter is the signal captured by the OEM
22 filtered with the adaptive filter which is initialized by the

estimated transfer function of the intra -aural device 12 Î (Z ).

The output of the adaptive filter, y (n ), is thus a close estimate
of the residual noise inside the ear and the difference
between dín ) and y (n ) should approach 0 . The adaptive filter
of order 180 is defined as follows:
y (n ) = w + (n - 1 }x (n ),
e (n ) = dín ) – y (n ),

(n)x (n )
wan ) = win - 1) + € ue
+ x(n ) x (n )'
10053] where n is the current time index, u is the adapta

to zero . Since the OEM 22 speech signal is almost entirely

masked by the noise, the effect of s (n ) and ?, (n ) is
negligible . Therefore , the resulting difference between the
output of the adaptive filter and the signal captured by the

IEM 16 is the speech signal originating from bone and tissue
conduction , sz (n ), with minimal effects of noise .
Adaptation Process
[0055 ] To achieve denoising without affecting the speech
content, the adaptation process is a function of whether or
not the user is speaking. To denoise the user 's speech , the
adaptive filtermust only adapt when the user is not speaking .
This ensures that the filter is adapting to the intra -aural
device 12 transfer function (i.e . H ( z )) and thus the noise and
only the noise is subtracted from the signal and not any
relevant speech information . To guarantee robustness of the
speech detection process , voice activity detection inside the
ear is achieved by monitoring the value of the coefficients of
the adaptive filter. After completion of the two second

identification stages, the vector of filter weights over the

entire index of time, w , is used to detect if the user is
speech inside the ear using filter weights, test signals can be
used , for example the first 10 lists of the recorded Harvard
phonetically balanced sentences, for both the OEM 22 and
the IEM 16 , each test signal starting with at least 2 seconds
ofnoise followed by 8 to 10 seconds of speech either by the
user or by an external competing speaker. Exterior speech
can be added to simulate a case where the user is not
speaking but loud enough that some residual speech exists
after the passive attenuation of the intra -aural device 12 , The
residual speech should not trigger the speech activity of the
adaptation process. For the IEM 16 signal, the residual
speech can be simulated by passing the speech through H ( Z ) .
The location of the user's speech and the residual speech is
speaking. To decide what criteria can be used to detect

randomized to avoid any trends in the adaptation process .
FIG . 6 shown an example of a randomly chosen IEM 16 test

signal with both user speech and external speech segments.
[0056 ] Through analysis of the changes in the filter
weights for the test signals , it was concluded that the

maximum valued filter weight can be chosen as a good
triggering criteria . Once the maximum

filter weight

increases more than a triggering threshold , T . , from one time

index to the other, it is predicted that the user is speaking .

Therefore once

tion step size , w (n ) is the vector of filter weights at time
index n , and e is a very small number to avoid division by

max(win ))
max (win - 1 ) )

zero.

[0054 ] When the adaptation is OFF (FIG . 5B ), let s.(n )

and n ( n ) be the speech signal produced by the user and

noise signal outside the ear, respectively . Therefore , the

OEM 22 picks up the sum of these two signals, x (n ).
Meanwhile , the IEM 16 picks up the residual noise signal
after the attenuation of the intra - aural device 12 , n ,(n ), and
the residual speech signal s, (n ). The speech signal originat
ing from bone and tissue conduction , s :(n ), is also picked up
by the IEM 16 . The sum of all three signals picked up by the
IEM 16 is the desired signal d (n ). The signal x (n ) picked up
by the OEM 22 is then filtered using the ? (z ) and the output,

[0057] speech by the user is detected and the adaptation is
turned OFF ( FIG . 5B ).

T , Value Selection
10058 ] The value for T has to be selected such that it is not

particular to a specific speaker. This can per performed using

recorded conversations, through the IEM 16 and the OEM

22 , from different speakers ( varying gender, age, etc .), for
which is analyzed the effect of using different triggering
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thresholds. A sweep of the voice activity detection triggering

threshold , T ., is then performed , for example a sweep from
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interest and to eliminate any overlap , the excitation signal is

high passed at 1 .8 kHz with a third order filter. Meanwhile ,

T = 1.01 to T = 1 .20 with a step size of 0 .01, during the
for the various speakers resulting from the sweep is

the upsampled IEM 16 signal is low passed at 1.8 kHz with

extended using a bandwidth extension (BWE ) process ,

used for the excitation signal and the low pass filter used for

adaptation process . The bandwidth of the denoised signals

a third order filter because it contains no relevant frequency

information above 1.8 kHz ( see FIG . 8 ). The high pass filter

which will be further detailed below . The quality of those

the upsampled IEM 16 signal are designed to be power

effect of the different values for the triggering criteria. The

two filtered signals is then band passed with a fourth order

signals is measured before and after the BWE to see the

choice of T , is then made as the triggering percentage value

that produces the optimal objective quality over the various
speakers . In the illustrative example , a peek was observed at

around T = 1. 06 - 1. 07 , suggesting a triggering threshold of
To= 1 .06 to detect speech activity inside the ear.

[0059 ] The change in filter weights is triggered at the onset

of speech but not the end . To ensure that the adaptive process

starts back once speech inside the ear is no longer present the

complementary for perfect reconstruction . The sum of the

Linkwitz -Riley filter at 160 Hz and 3 .5 kHz by cascading a

second order low pass Butterworth filter and a second order
high pass Butterworth filter. This is done to eliminate the
boomy effect coming from the bone and tissue conduction as

well as any ringing caused by the odd harmonics of the
cubed excitation signal. The overall output is then down

sampled by a factor of 2 to go back to an 8 kHz sampling

frequency . It is important to note that this bandwidth exten

overall change in energy , A ., at the onset of speech Is also

sion technique adds missing harmonics in the high frequen

measured and monitored , per sample , i.e . A ( n ). Once trig

cies. However, missing formants and friction noise are not
recovered .

gered by the user's speech , the adaptation is disabled for at
least one second and as long as A . is maintained . When the
adaptation is OFF the filter weights of the adaptive filter are
updated with those from the previous second, w (n - fs). This
is to ensure that the filter weights are those from when no
speech is produced by the user. Once the change in energy
is less than the onset change , A ( n ) A ., the adaptation starts
again . The process of monitoring the change in gives a
non -ad -hoc way to turn ON the adaptation once the user is
no longer speaking .
[ 0060 ] The adaptation process is illustrated by the flow
diagram in FIG . 7 .
[0061] The adaptive filtering denoises the IEM 16 signal
by utilizing the information about the noise captured by the
OEM 22 . Once the IEM 16 is denoised its quality can be
enhanced by extending its bandwidth in the high frequencies
using the BWE.
[ 0062 ] It is to be understood that the triggering threshold ,
T ., can be set a priori at the time ofmanufacturing or, in an
alternative embodiment, may be set using a calibration

process such that T , is specific to the user and/or the

intra -aural device 12 .

Bandwidth Extension Process
[ 0063] Artificially extending the bandwidth of a clean
bandlimited signal has been very well studied , With refer
ence to FIG . 8 , since the IEM 16 signal shares mutual
information with the reference speech signal, i.e . picked up

using a reference microphone (REF ) placed in front of the
mouth , between 0 - 2 kHz [ 16 ], it is only necessary to extend
the bandwidth in the high frequency range , 2 -4 kHz. As

described by [17 ], a simple yet effective way of extending
the bandwidth is through the application of the signal's
nonlinear characteristics. FIG . 9 shows a block diagram of
the bandwidth extension process. First, the signal is
upsampled by a factor of 2 to provoke spectral folding . To
reach an excitation signal similar to that extracted from a
wideband speech signal, the upsampled signal is filtered by
a whitening filter using the coefficients of a linear predictive

coding (LPC ) analysis [ 20 ]. The whitening filter is a finite
infinite response filter whose coefficients are those of an 18th
order LPC filter at that time frame. Cubing the excitation

reproduces the odd harmonics along the entire bandwidth

[0064 ] Although the adaptation process was described in

the context of denoising a user 's speech signal, the deter

mination of whether or not the user is speaking may also be

used in an alternative embodiment in order to Interrupt

another process when the user is speaking, for example the
recording of some biological process ( i.e . heart rate , respi
ration , etc .). In a further alternative embodiment, the adap

tation process may be adapted to detect sounds inside a
device or space enclosed in a noisy environment , i.e . the

in - ear microphone takes the form of an in -device /space
microphone and the outer - ear microphone takes the form of

an outer-device /space microphone.

[0065 ] Referring to FIGS. 10A to 10C , there are shown

various alternative use of the intra - aural device 10 , which
include the providing of a filtered , denoised and enhanced
( using enhancer 28 ) in -ear speech signal ( FIG . 10A ), filtered

and denoised biosignals (FIG . 10E ) and a Voice Activity
Detector ( VAD ) output state , i.e . a signal indicating the

presence or not of voice activity of the user, which can be
used for automatic activation of a personal communication

system , such as voice activation , voice operated switch or
Voice Operated Exchange (VOX ) in a two -way radiocom

munication device (FIG . 10C ).

[0066 ] Referring now to FIG . 11, there is shown an
example of use of the intra -aural device 10 as a portable

application for biosignalmonitoring . The intra -aural device

10 transmits biosignals of a user via wireless communication
link 14 , using transmitter 24 , to a smart phone 40 on which

runs a biosignalmonitoring application 42 that can analyze

and /or display the biosignals. The application 42 may also

warn the user of some specific condition if detected .
[0067] Referring to FIG . 12 , there is shown an intra - aural
system for communicating in noisy environments 10' in

accordance with another illustrative embodiment of the

present disclosure , which takes the form of a pair of intra

aural units 12 ' and a main unit 13 . Each intra -aural unit 12 ',
includes an in - ear microphone 16 , an outer- ear microphone
22 and a pair of miniature loudspeakers 18a , 18b . The

receiver 20 , transmitter 24 and processing unit 26 are
externally located inside a main unit 13 operatively con
n ected to each of the intra -aural units 12 '. The main unit 13

includes audio interfaces 15 for communication with the

including the high band , in this scenario from 1 . 8 kHz to 4

intra -aural units 12 ', a power manager 17 and battery 19 for

kHz. Since the high frequencies are the only region of

providing power to the components of the intra -aural 12' and
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main 13 units, a processing unit 26 in the form of a central

[0080 ] [ 12 ] Li, M ., Cohen , I., and Mousazadeh , S . “Mul

memory ), a receiver 22 and transmitter 24 in the form of

using bone- conducted and air -conducted microphones."
In Signal and Information Processing (ChinaSIP ) , 2014
IEEE China Summit & International Conference on , 1 -5 .

processing unit with associated memory (RAM , FLASH

blue tooth and short range radio modems for providing a

communication link 14 to remote components , an inertial

measurement unit 21, a USB port 11 for accessing the

associated memory and configuring the central processing

unit 26 , and a plurality ofbuttons and LEDs 23 for providing
various functionalities to a user of the intra -aural commu

nication system 10'.
[0068 ] Although the present disclosure hasbeen described
with a certain degree of, particularity and by way of illus
trative embodiments and examples thereof, it is to be under

stood that the present disclosure is not limited to the features
of the embodiments described and illustrated herein , but

includes all variations and modifications within the scope

and spirit of the disclosure as hereinafter claimed .
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1. A method for enhancing speech generated from bone

and tissue conduction of a user of an intra -aural device in a
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detecting speech from the user ;
interrupting application of the adaptation process upon
detecting speech by the user;
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restarting the application of the adaptation process once
speech is no longer detected ;
providing the denoised signal.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of interrupting
application of the adaptation process includes updating filter
weights of the adaptive filter to values previous to the
detection of speech by the user.
3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the step of detecting
speech from the user includes the sub - steps of:
computing filter weights of the adaptive filter ;
upon detecting an increase in the filter weights for two
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an intra -aural unit adapted to be positioned into an ear of
the user, the intra -aural unit having an in -ear micro
phone adapted to be in fluid communication with an

outer ear canal of the ear and an outer ear microphone

adapted to be in fluid communication with an environ
a transmitter ;
a processing unit operatively connected to the in -ear
microphone to receive an internal signal therefrom , to
ment outside the ear;

the outer - ear microphone to receive an external signal

therefrom and to the transmitter, the processing unit
having an associated memory comprising instructions

consequent time indexes greater than a triggering
threshold , providing an indication of detection of

stored thereon , that when executed on the processor

speech by the user.

perform the steps of:
acquiring the internal signal from the in - ear micro

4 . Themethod of claim 3, wherein the triggering threshold
5 . Themethod of claim 3, wherein the triggering threshold
is between 6 and 7 percent.
6 . The method of any of claims 1 to 5 , wherein the
is between 1 and 20 percent.

phone ;

acquiring the external signal from the outer-ear micro
phone ;

applying an adaptive filter to the acquired in - ear micro

estimated transfer function of the intra -aural device is esti

generating white noise outside the ear of the user for at
least two seconds ;

phone signal to produce a denoised signal, the adap
tive filter:
being initialized by an estimated transfer function of
the intra - aural device based on the outer -ear
microphone signal and the in - ear microphone sig

computing the estimated transfer function of the intra

having an adaptation process continuously adjusting

mated , while the user is wearing the intra -aural device, by :

simultaneously acquiring the in - ear microphone signal
and the outer-ear microphone signal;

nal;

aural device based on the simultaneously acquired

the estimated transfer function using the acquired

in - ear microphone signal and outer - ear microphone

in - ear microphone signal and outer ear micro

signal.

phone signal;

7 . The method of claim 6 , wherein the white noise is at
least 85 dB .
8 . The method of any of claims 1 to 7 , wherein the

detecting speech from the user;
interrupting application of the adaptation process upon
detecting speech by the user;

adaptive filter is a normalized least mean square adaptive
filter.
9 . The method of any of claims 1 to 8 , further comprising
the step of:
extending the bandwidth of the denoised signal in high
frequencies using a non -linear bandwidth extension
process previous to providing the denoised signal.

user.

10 . The method of claim 9 , wherein the bandwidth is
extended in the range from 1. 8 kHz to 4 kHz.

one of the transmitter and the processing unit is located

11 . The method of claim 9 , wherein extending the band
width of the denoised signal includes the sub - steps of:
upsampling the denoised signal by a factor of two;

applying a whitening filter to the upsampled denoised
signal using linear predictive coding coefficients ;

cubing the filtered upsampled denoised signal;

applying a high pass third order filter to the cubed filtered
upsampled denoised signal ;
applying a low pass third order filter to the upsampled

denoised signal;
summing the high passed signal and the low passed
signal;

applying a band pass fourth order filter to the summed
signals ;

downsampling the band passed signal by a factor of two .
12 . The method of claim 10, wherein high pass and low
pass third order filters are at 1. 8 kHz.
13 . The method of either of claim 10 or 11 , wherein the
band pass fourth order filter is a Linkwitz -Riley filter at 160
Hz and 3 . 5 kHz .
14 . A device for enhancing speech generated from bone
and tissue conduction of a user in a noisy environment, the
device comprising :

restarting the application of the adaptation process once

speech is no longer detected ; and
providing the denoised signal via the transmitter.
15 . The device of claim 14 , wherein the intra -aural unit is
inflatable, compressible or custom molded to the ear of the
16 . The device of either of claim 14 or 15 , wherein at least

inside the intra - aural unit .

17. The device of any of claims 14 to 16 , further com
prising a receiver and wherein the intra -aural unit further

includes a loudspeaker.

18 . The device of claim 17 , wherein the receiver is located
19 . The device of claim 14 , wherein when the processor

inside the intra -aural unit.

performs the step of interrupting application of the adapta
tion process , the processor further performs the sub - steps of
updating filter weights of the adaptive filter to values pre

vious to the detection of speech by the user.
20 . The device of any of claims 14 to 19 , wherein when
the processor performs the step of detecting speech from the
user, the processor further performs the sub -steps of:
computing filter weights of the adaptive filter ;
upon detecting an increase in the filter weights for two
consequent time indexes greater than a triggering

threshold , providing an indication of detection of

speech by the user.

21. The device of any of claims 14 to 20 , wherein the
triggering threshold is between 1 and 20 percent .
22 . The device of any of claims 14 to 20 , wherein the
triggering threshold is between 6 and 7 percent.
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23. The device of any of claims 14 to 22, wherein the

estimated transfer function of the intra - aural device is esti

mated , while the user is wearing the intra - aural device , by :

generating white noise outside the ear of the user for at
least two seconds ;

simultaneously acquiring the in -ear microphone signal
and the outer-ear microphone signal;

computing the estimated transfer function of the intra
aural device based on the simultaneously acquired
in - ear microphone signal and outer - ear microphone
signal.

24 . The device of claim 23 , wherein the white noise is at
least 85 dB .
25 . The device of any of claims 14 to 24 , wherein the

adaptive filter is a normalized least mean square adaptive
filter .

26 . The device of any of claims 14 to 25 , wherein the
processor further performs the steps of:
extending the bandwidth of the denoised signal in high
frequencies using a non -linear bandwidth extension
process previous to providing the denoised signal.

27 . The device of claim 26 , wherein the bandwidth is
extended in the range from 1.8 kHz to 4 kHz.
28 . The device of claim 26 , wherein when the processor
performs the step of extending the bandwidth of the
denoised signal, the processor further performsthe sub - steps
of:

upsampling the denoised signal by a factor of two ;

applying a whitening filter to the upsampled denoised

signal using linear predictive coding coefficients ;
cubing the filtered upsampled denoised signal;

applying a high pass third order filter to the cubed filtered
upsampled denoised signal;
applying a low pass third order filter to the upsampled
denoised signal ;

summing the high passed signal and the low passed
signal;
applying a band pass fourth order filter to the summed
signals ;
downsampling the band passed signal by a factor of two.
29 . The device of claim 28 , wherein high pass and low
pass third order filters are at 1 . 8 kHz.

30 . The device of either of claim 28 or 29 , wherein the
band pass fourth order filter is a Linkwitz -Riley filter at 160
Hz and 3 . 5 kHz.
31 . A method for detecting speech of a user of an
intra -aural device in a noisy environment, the intra - aural
device having an in - ear microphone adapted to be in fluid
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upon detecting an increase in the filter weights for two

consequent time indexes greater than a triggering
threshold , providing an indication of detection of

speech by the user.
32 . The method of claim 31 , wherein the adaptive filter is

a normalized least mean square adaptive filter.

33 . The method of either of claim 31 or 32 , wherein the

triggering threshold is between 1 and 20 percent .
34 . The method of either of claim 31 or 32, wherein the

triggering threshold is between 6 and 7 percent.

35 . The method of any of claims 31 to 34 , wherein the
estimated transfer function of the intra -aural device is esti

mated , while the user is wearing the intra -aural device , by :

generating white noise outside the ear of the user for at
least two seconds;
simultaneously acquiring the in - ear microphone signal
and the outer- ear microphone signal;
computing the estimated transfer function of the intra
aural device based on the simultaneously acquired
in - ear microphone signal and outer -ear microphone
signal.
36 . A device for detecting speech of a user of an intra

aural device in a noisy environment, the device comprising:

an intra -aural unit adapted to be positioned into an ear of
the user, the intra -aural unit having an in -ear micro
phone adapted to be in fluid communication with an

outer ear canal of the ear and an outer ear microphone

adapted to be in fluid communication with an environ
ment outside the ear;

a transmitter;
a processing unit operatively connected to the in -ear
microphone to receive an internal signal therefrom , to

the outer - ear microphone to receive an external signal

therefrom and to the transmitter , the processing unit
having an associated memory comprising instructions
stored thereon , that when executed on the processor
perform the steps of:
acquiring a signal from the in -ear microphone ;
acquiring a signal from the outer - ear microphone;

applying an adaptive filter to the acquired in -ear micro
phone signal, the adaptive filter being initialized by an

estimated transfer function of the intra -aural device

based on the outer -ear microphone signal and the in -ear
microphone signal;
computing filter weights of the adaptive filter;
upon detecting an increase in the filter weights for two

consequent time indexes greater than a triggering
threshold , providing an indication of detection of
speech by the user via the transmitter.

an outer -ear microphone adapted to be in fluid communica

37 . The device of claim 36 , wherein the adaptive filter is
a normalized least mean square adaptive filter.
38 . The device of either of claim 36 or 37 , wherein the
triggering threshold is between 1 and 20 percent.

prising the steps of:
acquiring a signal from the in -ear microphone;
acquiring a signal from the outer -ear microphone;

triggering threshold is between 6 and 7 percent.
40 . The device of any of claims 36 to 39 , wherein the

communication with an outer -ear ear canal of the user and

tion with an environment outside the ear, the method com

applying an adaptive filter to the acquired in - ear micro

phone signal, the adaptive filter being initialized by an

estimated transfer function of the intra - aural device
based on the outer -ear microphone signal and the in - ear

microphone signal;

computing filter weights of the adaptive filter ;

39 . The device of either of claim 36 or 37 , wherein the

estimated transfer function of the intra -aural device is esti

mated , while the user is wearing the intra - aural device, by :

generating white noise outside the ear of the user for at
least two seconds;
simultaneously acquiring the in - ear microphone signal
and the outer -ear microphone signal ;
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computing the estimated transfer function of the intra
aural device based on the simultaneously acquired
in -ear microphone signal and outer-ear microphone
signal.
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